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Vicar’s Viewpoint 

Travelling home another way… 

How do you feel about having to change your travel plans without warning? I’m 
not necessarily thinking about the Covid-19 restrictions we have been living 
through for 10 months but more about being sent on unexpected detours. 

You turn a corner and you are faced with a Road Closed Ahead sign with an arrow 
pointing you in the opposite direction to where you want to go. 

Does your heart sink?  Do you start to come out in a cold sweat at the thought of 
potentially getting lost? Even when you have a SatNav getting lost can be a         
possibility! Believe me, I know. 

Or just maybe you see this is an opportunity to set free the explorer within you? 

January is when we celebrate Epiphany the arrival of the Wise Men in Bethlehem. 
However these Wise Men succumbed liked the rest of us to first getting lost and 
ending up in King Herod’s Palace rather than a stable in Bethlehem. They then had 
to hastily change their own travel plans and find a different route back home. 

The idea that we cannot come back the way we have come is an important       
spiritual metaphor. Having encountered the Christ Child they would be forever 
changed. Likewise for us, even with the promise of a possible return to ‘normal’ 
later in the year, we will find that ‘normal’ life has somehow changed. 

The story of the Wise Men gives us an image of God’s interaction with us during 
times of change - both in the idea that there is always the possibility of new      
avenues opening up for us and also that when change comes at us like an alarm 
bell, unsought and unwelcome, God provides guidance through the stress of flight 
or fight. 

Both Jesus’ family and the Wise Men are pushed out into new and unfamiliar    
surroundings. Unlike a fairytale, it’s not a neat and tidy ending to the story. The 
only certainty is the promise of uncertainty. But it is an uncertainty that is full of 
hope, for it is also the promise of new beginnings. 

 

May I wish you all a Happy New Year and happy new beginnings for 2021. 

Revd Tracy. 
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Church Services for January 2021 
Sundays from  10th January  
8.30am Said Holy Communion in church. 
10.00am Zoom Sunday Service. Please go to mellorchurch.org for Zoom invite. 
6.30pm Bible Bedtime Stories on Zoom. Please email Revd Tracy 
on tracyward6@icloud.com for a Zoom invite. 
On  Sunday 17th there will be an Epiphany-themed Choral Evensong at 6.30pm in 
church. 
Monday to Friday: 
Morning Prayer at 10.00am  on our Youtube Channel -‘Worship from St Thomas’ 
Compline at 7.00pm on our Youtube Channel -‘Worship from St Thomas’ 
 
 The church is open every day during daylight hours for private prayer.  

God of gold, we seek your glory: 

    the richness that transforms our drabness into colour, 

    and brightens our dullness with vibrant light; 

    your wonder and joy at the heart of all life. 

 

God of incense, we offer you our prayer: 

    our spoken and unspeakable longings, our questioning of truth, 

    our search for your mystery deep within. 

 

God of myrrh, we cry out to you in our suffering: 

    the pain of all our rejections and bereavements, 

    our baffled despair at undeserved suffering, 

    our rage at continuing injustice; 

    and we embrace you, God-with-us, 

    in our wealth, in our yearning, in our anger and loss. 

                              Prayer for Epiphany 
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                                Thought for the month 

A Quaker thought for the New Year 
Be aware of the spirit of God at work in the ordinary activities and experiences of 
your daily life. Spiritual learning continues throughout life, and often in              
unexpected ways. There is inspiration to be found all around us, in the natural 
world, in the sciences and arts, in our work and friendships, in our sorrows as well 
as in our joys. Are you open to new light, from whatever source it may come? 

What I want to tell you is that when you look out over the arc of your life and 
what you want to do with your life and what you want it to stand for,  the thing 
you are going to feel best about in life is that you are loved by your family and 
friends and that you have done something to change the world for the better in 
some way.  And what I want to tell you in high school is that you already know 
that, and if you start now in even small ways, by little drops in the bucket, you 
will be amazed at how much that adds up over the course of your lifetime.  We 
change the world in one act of kindness at a time.  And when we change the 
world, sometimes it changes us. 

 

Melinda Gates, in answer to a question from Jonathan Sacks on a BBC              
programme about morality, as to what she would say to teenagers who have 
neither the wealth nor influence to do good on as large a scale as Bill and 
Melinda Gates. 
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Editorial Meanderings 
Morning,  Gentle Readers.  I would say that Mrs. Editor and I have struggled with 
this edition of Outlook.  Well, Mrs. Editor hasn’t because she is made of sterner 
stuff but I tend to crumble at the first opportunity.  The thing with Mrs. Editor is 
that although she has had the better and easier deal in our married family life of 
just giving birth to four children, literally bringing them up on her own (whilst I 
was away doing a man’s work defending my country against hostile theatre      
audiences). She arranged holidays to take the children on her own (on tight    
budgets) whilst I did the real tough job of working in some very pleasant places 
(such as Pitlochry in Scotland, the Isle of Man, Mold in North Wales and many  
others), loafing about all day in a flat or going on country walks and to pubs then 
dressing up in the evening and entertaining my public before ending up in the bar 
afterwards. I never complained to Mrs. Editor once because I just felt that     
somebody had to do it.  Still, Mrs. Editor’s contribution to our married life has not 
gone unnoticed by yours truly and she earns a great deal of my respect.                    
Older readers of Outlook (of which there are many, thank goodness) may still    
remember those Hollywood cowboy films of covered wagons of settlers in      
America travelling across Indian country and the Indians would attack. The       
wagons would then form a circle and the male of each wagon invariably had two 
rifles.  He would shoot with one and hand it to his wife to reload while he shot 
with the other and she would  do the same thing each time. I always felt that if my 
family were ever in that situation, Mrs. Editor would be firing the rifles and I 
would be crying  hysterically in the back of the wagon as I reloaded and handed 
them back to her well out of harm’s way.  However, our only 'covered wagon'   
journey to new territory was when we left Norfolk to move to Mellor.                   
We travelled  in a second-hand Mini Clubman which was packed to the rafters 
with boxes of extraneous household items plus two restless moggies in a box and 
two small children, one asleep in a car-seat and the other with a belt on in the 
back singing  away constantly.  Half-way up the motorway the cats fought their 
way out of the box and started running around the car.  One ended up on my lap 
with his paws on the steering wheel. Not a lot of help. The windscreen wiper 
packed up also on the motorway leaving me with a muddy windscreen and bright 
sun shining through. Not a helpful driving combination.  The whole journey was a 
'wing and a prayer' job but we made it.  Handling an attack by red Indians would 
have been a doddle after that.  Anyway, talking of Coronavirus, I have decided 
that when a vaccine is available, I'll stay at home until everyone has been           
vaccinated, then I won't bother because there will be nobody to catch it from . 
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Mellor Birds                                                                 Maggie Williams 
 On her husband’s 40th birthday I got a call from Helen G. to say she was on Old 
Hall Lane with her family and had found an injured bird of prey. What should 
they do?     Unfortunately I could not go and look. Helen took a photo and I think 
it was a sparrowhawk as it had three black bars on the tail. 

 The RSPB advice is to put injured birds in a cardboard box with a lid or towel to 
cover it. Then leave it in a cool safe place, checking it every 15 minutes to see if it 
is able to fly off. Birds go into shock very easily when injured and often die, which 
unfortunately is what happened. Helen kindly buried it in the wood. 

The British Trust for Ornithology (BTO) states that if one finds a dead bird of prey, 
they will send a submission pack with everything you need to send a dead bird 
back to them! 

On a happier note a snow bunting has been seen a couple of weeks ago at Pym 
Chair to the west of Fernilee Reservoir.  

In the October Outlook the easy walk suggested by 
Judy was around Fernilee    Reservoir. I did this for 
the first time and found it very enjoyable. Halfway 
down the lake there is a stream coming into the lake 
which at the far end had lots of mandarin ducks. Take 
binoculars. 

Two days ago there was a sighting of a snow bunting 
on Sponds Hill which is south of Bowstones near 
Lyme Park. 

I have only seen snow buntings in winter as little groups running around on sea 
shores. Also known as Snowflakes they are slightly bigger than a sparrow and 
pretty with white patches on their tummy, face, wings and tail. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                     

 

 

            The answers to the Bird Quiz in December Outlook   are on page 30 
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ROB PRESTON 
P L A S T E R E R  

Happy to advise 

Telephone 

07967 311818 
 

 Hard Wall Plastering 
 Rendering 
 Dry-lining 

 Skimming 
 Tyrolean Textured Finishes 

 Plaster Boarding 
 Coving  

 Cornice Repair 

REPAIRS TO 

LIGHTNING REPAIRS LTD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                         
VINTAGE EQUIPMENT REPAIRS 

RECORD PLAYERS TAPE DECKS ETC  

TEL: 0161 427 8181 
MOB:  07974 737432 

10, Leighton Drive, Marple Bridge 

ALL WORK GUARANTEED 6 MONTHS 

    ESTABLISHED 1986 

• TV 
• HI.FI 
• DVD 
• WASHERS/DRYERS 
• ELECTRIC 
COOKERS/OVENS 

• DISHWASHERS 

PIANO LESSONS 
By experienced qualified teacher 

Young beginners to advanced students 

Margaret Rutherford 

B.Mus,ISM and EPTA member 
 2 Gibb Lane, Mellor 

Tel 427 9707 
margaret@margaretrutherford.co.uk 

All locks expertly repaired and fitted. 
The latest anti-snap lock technology. 
uPVC door and window repair & care. 

24 hour call out, with no call-out charge. 
Full 12 month guarantee on all work. 
10% discount to readers of Outlook.  

[Quote ‘Mellor Parish’] 
Call to book your free winter  

Home Security Survey. 

0161 427 7025       

www.sure-locks.co.uk. 

We accept all major credit & debit cards. 

Love Your Animals     

Dog Walks (& group exercise area available). 
Young, senior, convalescent & small animal visits. 
     Mobile Livery, attendance for Farrier 
      

      BESPOKE ANIMAL CARE                           
      Fully insured and DBS checked 

   Gilly 07717 455 781 
   
www.loveyouranimals.co.uk 
care@loveyouranimals.co.uk                                  
                      

http://www.loveyouranimals.co.uk
mailto:Care@loveyouranimals.co.uk
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Opticians and contact lens practitioners 
Come and visit our new practice at 20 Stockport Road, Marple.  

We now stock Oakley, Rayban, Porsche Design, Vogue, Armani and others. 
Credited to test young children and diabetics. 

Telephone:  0161 427 4945                                          www.ridingopticians.co.uk 

 

 

• Stone Slating 

• Slating 

• Tiling 

• Chimney Repairs 

• Flat Roofs 

• Velux Windows 
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UTILITY WAREHOUSE can supply all your landline and mobile telephone    

services, broadband connection to the internet, gas and electricity, at very competitive     

prices.  Clear, convenient monthly bill.  

Five star customer service and satisfaction (Freephone) from our UK call    

centre in London: consistently best customer-rated combined utilities     

service in Which? magazine 

Phone Gordon Johnson on 427 1348 for details (with no obligation!) 

Whiting & Mason 
 
 

Specialising in Residential and 
Commercial Conveyancing, Wills and 

Probate, Matrimonial Law, Civil Litigation 
including Accident Claims, Lasting 
Powers of Attorney and Court of 

Protection Proceedings.  
 
 
Please call Richard Jones or Neil Gunson 

for any information you require.  
We are here to help 

 

 

 

Solicitors & Commissioners of Oaths 

 

17 - 19 Stockport Road 
Marple, Stockport SK6 6BD 

 
Tel: 0161 427 1040 
Fax: 0161 426 0923 

 

marple@whitingmason.co.uk 

 

Your local tennis club, with recently refurbished courts; 

welcomes players of all ages and abilities for social and match tennis. 

We play the year round on all-weather, floodlit courts; Coaching available. 

New members welcome – call Richard 07976 572506 

Or join us for social tennis on a Saturday afternoon 

If interested telephone  

Nigel 07802 641096 or 

Trudy 07788 923957 

               Meet at 1:45pm for 2 pm start 
      Mellor Sports Club 215 Longhurst Lane 
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Jaffa Cakes (very simple)                                      Jill Baker 
It is January and I like an orange based recipe, hoping to encourage 
the making of marmalade/ curds/desserts  from the very seasonal 
Seville oranges.  There are a number of recipes for jaffa cakes many 
requiring the making of jelly and the cutting out of rings of the jelly. 
This recipe could not be simpler. Buy or make shredless marmalade! 
It really could not be easier. A simplified Jamie Oliver recipe.  If you 
can use grams for this do – because these are small quantities it 
helps to be accurate. 

Ingredients 

1 egg 

50 g / 1 ¾ oz caster sugar 

65g/ 2 ¼ oz S.R. flour  

250g shredless marmalade 

100g dark chocolate (preferably 70%) 

 

Heat the oven to 200C/GM6. Grease 12 hole jam tart tin. 

Whisk the egg and sugar together until pale and creamy and fold in the flour. Put 
1 tablespoon into each hole . 

Bake in the oven for 8-10 minutes until golden. Cool on a wire rack and then split 
each one into 2 thin cakes. 

Put a spoon of marmalade onto each cake and spread a generous layer ( you could 
remove peel from not too chunky marmalade if you do not have shredless). 

Melt the chocolate with I tablespoon of water in a bowl over a pan of simmering  
water. Spread over the marmalade-topped cakes, allow to set and enjoy a January 
treat. 
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Easy Walks for Winter                                                         Judy Cooper 

Walk 5   The Top of Mellor Triangle Walk  2 miles  1 hour  

This is the perfect walk for a bright and sunny winter’s day when you need to get 
out quickly before it goes dark.  You will be rewarded with great views over          
Manchester and Kinder so take binoculars. The first part of the walk does come 
with a warning - there are some huge puddles and mud so wellington boots are   
essential, (waterproof shoes and a walking pole should be ok). This walk is fine for 
carrying babies in backpacks but it is not recommended for pushchairs. Take care 
on Sunday mornings when there are a lot of cyclists who enjoy going through the 
puddles! 

Unlike canal tow paths at the moment this walk is fine for socially distancing. 

 

Travel Directions 

Drive up Longhurst Lane past the Devonshire Arms. The lane now becomes Moor 
End Road. Continue past Mellor Nook and just before the junction with Shiloh 
Road turn right and park on the side of one of the country lanes. For added winter 
fun why not get the 375 bus up to the bus terminus on Shiloh Road, do the walk 
and walk back home downhill!                                                                                         

The walk starts at Castle Edge Road/Pole Lane at the junction known as Five Lane 
Ends.  

 

Walking Route and Points of interest 

1.  Take the left-hand track. This is Castle Edge Road (Pole Lane on the OS map). It 
is not signposted. Walk straight on for about ¼ mile. You will see evidence of        
underground reservoirs. Take care when you get to the huge puddles.  Walking 
through the middle of the puddles will only take water up to your ankles.   The first 
and second mega puddles that you come to can be avoided by going to either the 
left or right side.  The third mega puddle can only be avoided by going to the right 
and up a muddy bank then pick your way down onto the firmer surface. This      
puddle is the deepest so take care. Continue straight ahead and at the crossroads 
turn right onto a footpath.  

2. Continue along the footpath. There are more muddy puddles but most have 
stepping stones to negotiate.  The path becomes easier and you are rewarded with 
great views and big skies. This track is Primrose Lane.  At the highest point stone 
walls offer some protection so this is a good place to stop and get the binoculars 
out. 

3. Continue on the same track until it drops down to Bogguard  Road. Turn right at 
the junction and follow the road back to your car or down the hill to Marple 
Bridge. 
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Pruning - Planting 

Felling - Stump Grinding 
 

 

Prompt  P ro fess iona l  Serv i ce  Guaranteed  

Free  W r i t t en Quotat ions ,  wi thou t  ob l igat ion  

 
 

David Myers  

N.C.H./N.D. (ARB) 
 

0161 449 9556 
 

Cobden View, 62 Glossop Road,  

Marple Bridge, Stockport  

 

www.myerstreecare.co.uk  
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Captain Ken                                                                                Ken Owen  

The Blue Funnel Line, with which I served from the rank of Midshipman to       
Master, named all their ships after heroes in Homer’s Iliad.  This was a fascinating 
fact, but did cause a lot of pronunciation problems over the radio and signal lamps 
within the fleet.  

I first became aware of this was whilst serving as Second Mate on  S S Pyrrhus in 
the sixties.  We, and three of our sister ships were engaged on a very fast four 
months’ service sailing between Liverpool and Yokohama and many ports in     
between.  

In the days prior to every ship being installed with VHF radio communication, the 
Officer of the Watch on the bridge communicated with other ships visually by 
flashing messages in Morse Code to them by way of a hand-held signal lamp 
known as an Aldis lamp.  However, operators receiving the messages, invariably 
not being familiar with classical Greek names like PYRRHUS were concerned that 
they were not reading these names correctly and it would take a couple of repeats 
to assure them that what they were reading was correct. They were more used to 
ships names such as Clan McGregor or City of York . 

On one particular voyage I made, the master of the ship was a Captain Harris. It 
was his last voyage before retiring after a long distinguished career. He was very 
well known throughout the fleet for his extremely tall stories.  So much so that he 
was given a rather rude nickname. First syllable is male of the bovine species, the 
second is up to you. 

It was rumoured in the fleet that when he arrived at Buckingham Palace to        
receive an award, he entered talking with a rather grand military-looking man and 
the King asked his Aide ‘Who is that man, with Captain Harris ?’  He was told it 
was General Montgomery. 

Once when his ship was in Australia, Captain Harris boasted of being a member of 
the MCC and that he knew everybody.  Someone thought they would catch him 
out and happened to mention that as England was playing a test match against 
Australia in  Melbourne, why not invite the team to visit the ship. Imagine          
everyone's astonishment when the England captain and several members of the 
team  did arrive on board for drinks one evening.  

He once told me that on his orange grove in Florida, he had grown the world’s 
largest melons ‘you could only fit two in the boot of the car’ he told me and I     
didn’t dare to question it.  

On this same voyage, halfway down the Red Sea, we came across a Liberian       
registered wartime victory ship which had been abandoned and was drifting     
following a fire in the engine. The captain of this vessel, who was nearby in a     
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lifeboat, asked if we would tow his ship to Aden.  Everybody on board our ship 
became really excited about this, as the salvage award involved in such cases can 
be very substantial, with the captain being awarded the most but each individual 
crew member picking up a large sum.  I myself was particularly excited as my 
share would have paid off my mortgage,  However, it was very hard work for    
everyone to prepare for the tow as a very heavy insurance tow wire had to be 
brought up on deck which was no easy task. Fortunately just before we attached 
it, Captain Harris asked if they agreed to Lloyd's Open Form. This is the most    
wonderful agreement in maritime law and states that those involved in this type 
of situation simply get on with the job and Lloyd’s of London will arbitrate a fair 
award and guarantee to pay. The captain of the disabled ship, however, told us he 
would not agree to using the Lloyd’s Open Form agreement and,  out of nowhere, 
appeared a salvage tug which was willing to tow the ship to Aden without Lloyd’s 
involvement.  To us this was a very obvious scam and we were disappointed but 
relieved to continue our voyage and take Captain Harris home to a well earned 
and well-deserved retirement.  

Weather ships                     Mellor Weather Girl 
Reading Captain Ken’s article reminded me of the time when I was in the Met 
Office and was decoding and plotting weather reports from all the surface     
weather stations and the weather  ships. The reports are transmitted in 5 figure 
groups, starting with its position, then cloud cover, wind direction and speed and 
so on.   These ships  were stationed in the ocean to give regular reports to the 
meteorologists as in those days there  were no satellites giving constant weather 
reports to all and sundry. The ships of most interest  at London Airport  were 
mainly located in the North Atlantic as every 6 hours we had a large North        
Atlantic chart to plot and without these ship reports there would have to be a lot 
of guesswork in the ocean area! Ken mentioned the various elaborate names  
given to the ships, which amused me as to us in the office our Weather ships 
were known as Weather Ship A, Weather Ship B and so on! I am sure they had 
much grander names, but never known to us. Apparently the ships were       
eventually scrapped in the early 1980s; I suppose they had passed their            
usefulness and were surplus to requirements. However I found an interesting 
website  htts://www.weatherships.com worth looking at if you would like to 
know more about these ships. 
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Arbella Gardens 
Garden Design & Build 

Quality Garden Care & Rejuvenation  

on a Project or Regular Basis 

RHS Horticulture, Design & Permaculture  

Qualified 
Diana Cole 07761 466428 (mobile) 

www.arbellagardens.co.uk 

Advertising in Outlook 
If you are interested in cost-effective 

advertising in Outlook, contact 
jackiekshah@gmail.com for details 

about available space and price 

Martin Quinn 
(Est.1983) 

Plumbing 

 
PLUMBING REPAIRS 

ALL SMALL JOBS WELCOME 

FRIENDLY SERVICE 
 

35 Alan Drive, Marple, Stockport,   
SK6 6LN 

07774 480636 or 0161 221 3259 

martinquinnplumbing@hotmail.co.uk 
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   A copy of Janet’s January Children’s page from 2015 (but with the year altered!) 
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I remember when and Mellow thoughts                                                   Ed                                                   

In the early 1990s, a booklet was published which contained a compilation of items 
written for Outlook magazine when it was edited by a very worthy and     capable 
gentleman named Jim Simpson (whom I had the pleasure of knowing).  The items 
were written and submitted by readers of Outlook at that time and were titled I 
remember when and Mellor Thoughts.  I am aware that some of our older readers 
of Outlook will probably have a copy of that publication but most will not.  For   
example, Mrs. Editor has an Outlook delivery round on Townscliffe Lane now of 42 
copies - most of whom are fairly recent and younger residents and some fairly 
newcomers to Mellor.  I found many of the items, particularly those describing old 
Mellor, very interesting and amusing and I’m sure they would be of interest to our 
more recent and younger readership so we will occasionally include one in our   
current editions of Mellor's favourite magazine.  Jim's item of the one time Mellor 
and Marple  bus service follows: 

 

Sitting morosely on one of the low stone walls which surround the rose beds at the 
Hollins shopping centre, whilst waiting for a bus home, and with an hour to wait 
since I had just missed the one I intended to catch,  I began to ponder on the       
services we suffer today, and to compare them with what used to happen a few 
years ago.  Fay and I moved into the district in 1954, and at that time on a regular 
services schedule, a bus left the Devonshire Arms every half hour.  Having come 
from a flat in Levenshulme this seemed to leave something to be desired after the 
frequency we were use to, but we quickly got used to it and arranged our lives 
round that half hour service. However, there was one occasion which demonstrated 
something to us.  It was New Years Eve, and we were invited to a party in Salford, 
given by a theatre group wihich we knew.  There was no trouble getting there by   
public transport, we would have been surprised if both bus and train had not been 
running.  As is not unusual at such gatherings the party went on into the wee small 
hours, but we finally left to catch an all night bus to London Road station.  There 
was a slight difficulty since the regular service to Marple did not start so early but 
the railway folk were very obliging and allowed us to get on the milk train which 
made a regular run to Sheffield.  It was not too comfortable since the guard's van 
was not designed for passengers, but it got us to where we wanted to be. After 
leaving the station by that long covered walk onto Brabyns, we found ourselves at 
Marple Bridge at 6.45 a.m. wondering if we could face that steep mile and a half 
walk up Longhurst Lane.  When surprisingly, around the corner cam a single decker 
bus, running on New Years Day.  It was the usual bus I caught at the Devonshire 
each morning, with the usual conductress on board, so I paid the usual price for 
two tickets (five old pennies) and we disembarked at our usual stop with gratitude 
in our hearts. I used that bus every morning in order to catch a train to Ashburys, 
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Film on the Hill presents and since the train left before eight a.m., I was privileged to be able to purchase a 
'workman's ticket' which cost me the magnificent sum of 11 pence    return.  So you 
can see where my misanthropic thoughts were wending:  I must  remember what 
Tennyson said......"I am thinking of days that are no more and must make more 
allowances". 

                   Jim Simpson—first published in Outlook Jan 1993 

 

A memory of my early days  in the Parish of St. Paul, Tranmere           

Revd H H Thomas                                                                First published in Outlook Jan 1995 

I was ordained on September 21st 1947 and September 28th was my very first      
Sunday in the Parish. The next morning the Vicar asked me to go to the Income Tax 
Office in town to get documents and information about PAYE etc. My landlady       
(I was not married then and in digs) asked me also to visit the ‘Food Office’ to get 
my Ration Card (We were still under War Time Rationing). This was soon              
accomplished and on enquiry I was told to get a bus outside the door to that part 
of the town. I found people waiting, so I asked a man to direct me.  He told me to 
‘stand there and I will tell you’.  So I waited. Buses came and went, and each time I 
was told ‘Stand there’. Ultimately a Baker’s Delivery van came round the corner, 
and the little man ran out and stopped the van.  After some argument  I was told 
‘Get in there’. When I sat down, he also got in and sat on my lap and we set off.   I 
thought he behaved rather oddly and then I got the smell – he had been drinking 
well, early in the day.  However I was safely delivered at my destination. But that 
was not all.  The Vicar was highly amused and on that same evening told a Parish 
Party welcoming me ‘He made a good start today. He rode down Price Street in a 
Baker’s van with a drunken man on his lap’ 
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Choice wine of the Month                                            William Heijbroek 
Carménère, ‘purple angel’ of Chile 
 For all lovers of Chilean wine the grape for today’s choice will be well known. It’s 
that country’s signature grape and grown very little outside its borders. A signature 
brand defines a typical wine style that suits the country, its soils and its climate. 
The Chilean wine industry no doubt use this unique selling point to achieve better 
wines and more successful markets. One of this cadre, Miguel Torres, recently   
partnered with Portland Wine in Manchester for a virtual tasting, in which I took 
part and thus share my impressions. 

Carménère had been used in France for centuries to add colour and fruitiness to 
the Bordeaux blend. In the 1870s Carménère and other Bordeaux vines arrived in 
Chile before the phylloxera outbreak in Europe wiped out most vineyards. In      
Europe post-phylloxera, the grape was found difficult to graft onto new rootstock 
so was rejected by the Bordelais. It happened that its leaves were very similar to 
Merlot, which caused the two grape varieties to get mixed up. It was not until 1993 
that this was all sorted out. Carménère, a strain that for over a century was        
supposed to be extinct, had come back to life! I put forward therefore that the 
choice of wine label for Montes’ best and most widely sought Chilean wine ‘Purple 
Angel’ is a suitable soubriquet for the grape itself, returned and resurgent. You can 
taste the result in this premium wine - available from Majestic now at £55.59 a 
bottle.  

 

In the vineyard Carménère is difficult to grow well and ripens late. Unripe it shows 
bitter herbaceousness - like a kale taste! Successful viticulture is achieved in sunny 
and dry conditions offered in the Chilean Central Valley. The best growers choose 
the right locations and in the winemaking blend with small amounts of additional 
varieties such as Petit Verdot and Syrah, as in the Montes above, all adding       
complexity and character to the wine.  

 

This month my choice is ‘own-brand’ Carménere. Your usual outlets, Co-op, Asda, 
Morrisons, Tesco, Sainsbury’s, M&S and the Wine Society, choose to sell             
own-brand bottles at prices ranging from £6 to £8; Co-op and Sainsburys are 
Fairtrade too. It might be interesting to compare your taste-buds with other     
drinkers of the ‘purple angel’. My selection: from Chilean wine expert Patricio 
Tapia, with thanks ‘Apalta's Carménère delivers volume and unctuousness…’that’s 
the ‘body’ of the wine, and ‘The wine is aged in barrels for 18 months, 80% of them 
new. The result is an unctuous, liqueurous wine, full of maturity.’ Watch for new 
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oak influence - vanilla, toastiness and cloves. Also from Tom Canavan, with 
thanks, ‘it has a lovely refined black fruit and a fine black cherry fruity edge.’ All I 
would add is look for plump red and black fruit as well as a green bell-pepper    
vegetal note. 

Just for the record, I did taste the Miguel Torres offering of Cordillera Reserva  
Especial Carménère, which is available from Portland Wine at £15.95. Lots of 
mainly red fruit, distinctly herbal, liquorice and nice notes of maturity, plenty of 
food-friendly acidity and low and fine-grained tannins, a fruity mid-palette and 
long finish with a nice peppery note. I rate it an excellent food wine and well 
worth a bet with warming wintery stews and red meat dishes. Cheers to the      
‘purple angel’, Chile’s rediscovered signature grape and now an international      
success story.  

Laughs with Lynda                                                             Lynda Gwyther 

  

           I went to the doctor’s today and he told me I am colour blind. 

 I was shocked because the news came completely out of the purple.  

 

 Sad news from the Nestle factory today.  A worker was crushed 

 beneath a case of chocolate that fell 20 feet off the storage rack. 

 The worker called for help repeatedly but every time he shouted 

 ‘The Milky bars are on me,’ his work-mates just cheered. 

 

 A man walks into a bar with a newt on his shoulder. The barman says, 

 ‘That’s an interesting pet.  What’s his name?’ 

 ‘Tiny’ the man replies. 

 ‘That’s an unusual name.  Why do you call him Tiny?’ 

 ‘Because he’s my newt.’ 
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Fond food memories of Outlook’s recipe contributor       Jill  Baker                              

My first memory of baking is making raspberry jam tarts with my grandmother.  
The raspberries would come from my grandad's allotment and gran and I would 
pick them ourselves.  I can still smell the boiling jam and recall making crinkle-cut 
chips with my granddad and the rough material of his jacket and smell of his pipe. 
I would sit on his knee as he carefully peeled the potatoes with his pocket knife 
and cut thick crinkly chips. We would have these with sausages cooked in a frying 
pan which was held over the fire while jam tarts were heating in the oven..  We 
would eat the sausages and chips with some of gran's chutney which my brothers 
and I still make today. I now grow my own tomatoes, especially to ensure having 
green ones with which to make gran’s chutney.    

I also remember crimping the pastry on the apple pies and eating the sour apple 
slices with my mum. We would dip them in the crunchy sugar and I can still see 
her adding a splash of sherry from her glass to the Sunday roast gravy.   

My father had been brought up in a pub and his grandmother had been a cook at 
a big house in Cumberland before she married and I have copies of the elaborate 
menus she prepared in the late 1890s. I particularly remember avocados and a 
recipe in a sauce with salami and cheese from the Polish delicatessen. At       
Christmas we would have a Boxing Day buffet with sherry trifle, coleslaw, stand 
pie, cold turkey and ham and a chocolate log and we held parties for my and my 
brothers' 18th birthdays.  The food on offer would consist of poached salmon, 
ham baked in a pastry case, a piece of roast beef, turkey and varieties of salad and 
an array of desserts. These  were followed by blackcurrant bombe, a tower of 
chocolate profiteroles and meringues filled with raspberries. My mum was an   
excellent cook and enjoyed new recipes and my dad was an excellent host.      
However, in his later years, my father also really enjoyed cooking for friends and 
family and when we children left home, we took the recipes with us.  My brothers 
and I collaborated in hosting a party for our parents to celebrate their 60th          
birthdays. 
In Marple Bridge I found a group of friends who like to cook and we have shared 
the catering for goose dinners and Burns Nights (faith suppers, my father called 
them). Cooking together in the kitchen for celebrations, the anticipation of the 
arrival of friends and family, the sharing of delicious food and recipes has been a 
thread through my life and now my sons join me to help with rescuing an          
undercooked turkey and to make perfectly pouring egg custard. My               
daughters-in-law are both involved too in making things like candied primroses 
and chocolate train cakes and my grandson helped with icing the Christmas cake 
and making the gingerbread men. But what every cook needs, and which is       
absolutely essential, is a willing K.P. (kitchen porter) and my husband, fortunately, 
is one par excellence. 
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Editor’s letter to his staff and devoted readership 
 

Dear Outlookers, 
     Outlook Magazine 
 
Just a letter from the staff at the  Editorial Office at number 18, Townscliffe to 
chat about the situation concerning the production of Outlook and the dreaded 
Corvid crisis.  

Needless to say, I can't think of anyone who has not been adversely affected by 
this situation, some more seriously than others, from children who couldn't go to 
school, people who can't get to work, people who can't open their businesses or 
whatever. Cinemas can't open, restaurants can't open, shop's can't open, pub's 
can't open (here is where I personally held a moment's silence - head bowed).        
I by no means wish to put Outlook's situation in the same category as the        
aforementioned.  However, where it has hit us is because there is no church or no 
Parish Centre functions and other local events, reports of which used to find their 
way into Outlook, we are stuck with so many pages to fill which are usually        
allocated to these events. I'm sure you are aware of this.                 

We were just looking at a copy of Outlook from 2013.  It was my very first edition 
so that's how long you have had to put with me.  We noticed in that edition we 
had a total of 30 page sides to fill.  We now have 36 and it is not worth the        
palaver of changing the number of pages to cope with the current situation so we 
live with it.  Mrs. Editor is the hub of the office and without her technical skill and 
self-acquired knowledge of Desktop Publisher, which is what we use on Outlook, 
we would be (I think the phrase is) 'Up the  Swanee without a paddle'. 

However, because we now have some brilliant, talented and devoted contributors 
to the magazine, to whom I express my grateful thanks, we will hopefully manage 
to keep Outlook firing on all cylinders and I thank them all on behalf of the        
Outlook staff and, I’m sure, our grateful readership.  

An extra BIG thank you goes to Bob Norris, Chris Downes and Peter Forbes,  three  
stalwart gentlemen who have continued to run off the magazine month by month 
under difficult circumstances.  Also where would we be without the  two  Davids - 
Jelleyman and McAllister - who collect the magazines and sort them into rounds 
and take them to the distributors.  And finally, our intrepid distributors who trot 
around the area delivering the magazines and collecting subscriptions. Well done 
everyone!  A special thank you goes to our proofreader Lorraine Forbes and 
thanks also to Jackie Shah who handles the Outlook adverts. 

 With all good wishes for a Happier New year in 2021 from 

                                                 Mr. and Mrs. Editor. 
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Established 1920          Tel 427 2276 

MALCOLM SHAW & SON LIMITED 
M.N.A.F.D 

Golden Charter - Pre-paid Funeral Plans 
Complete Funeral Directors - Private Chapel of Rest 

OFFICE: 3 Church Street, Marple, Stockport SK6 6BT 
www.malcolmshawandsonltd.co.uk  info@malcolmshawandsonltd.co.uk 

Malcolm Shaw & Son Ltd are celebrating “100 Years’ Anniversary” 

StoneWorks & Landscapes 

All aspects of Stonework Landscaping 

Flooring – external & internal stone Flagging, 
Patios, Driveways, Paths, Hallways, Kitchens etc.. 

 
Restoring – Stone Floor – Also restore old steps or 

windowsills 
 

Walling – Dry stone walling 
Designs carved to design or to match existing stone 

work 
 

Landscaping – Ground work, turfing etc. 

Free Quotes 

Call Will Maltby – 07771 657324 

G R Yeates Ltd 
Shell Petrol Station,  

54 Stockport Road, Marple, SK6 6AE 

MOT Testing 

Servicing and repairs—all makes 
and models 

Brakes, clutches, exhausts, welding 

0161 427 2348 
A family business 

  
 
 
 

‘All your fire needs’ 

Free delivery of premium kiln-dried 
hardwood, seasoned logs, coal and    

briquettes 

Stove sales and installations  

NACS certified chimney sweeping 

Tel: 0161 327 1656 
www.homefiresandfuels.co.uk 
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Winter is a Good Time for Planting for Fruit & Nuts        Diana Cole 
When fruit plants are dormant (November-March) they can be purchased in ‘bare 
root’ form from nurseries which means they are cheaper to buy and transport 
more easily. 

 So have you got room for fruit or nut trees, bushes or plants in your garden?  
Planting them will help pollinators find food at a time when less is about; they 
look pretty; and you get bounty towards the end of the summer/start of autumn.  
Some fruits and nuts can keep well into the winter and nuts are a good source of 
protein and minerals.  This article is the first of two which will help you to decide 
what you can accommodate in your garden.  Part two in February.  I hope they 
help! 

Things to consider:  
A sheltered site with sufficient room for the plants to grow to full size is necessary.  
The ideal site is a southerly facing aspect with a good loamy soil, protected from 
strong winds and late frosts.  In terms of room, you have options of choosing 
different shapes and sizes for some fruit trees, but be aware that blackcurrant and 
redcurrant bushes can grow to 1-1.5metres.   

If you don’t have ideal conditions, then it is possible for you to find plant varieties 
which can cope better than others in the conditions; you can improve certain    
conditions by eg planting a windbreak which filters and slows down the wind, or 
improving drainage.  If your ground is uneven or sloping, it is best not to plant a 
tree in a dip, as this could be a frost pocket, which could destroy your crop by 
frosting the blossoms in the spring.   

Soil issues, be it in terms of water retention or pH,  can be altered to a certain  
extent before planting.  However, it is much harder to change the pH if this is    
extreme, so it is best to set up special beds for plants such as blueberries which 
require pH conditions of approx 4.5-5.5 pH.   

Clay soils can be improved by double digging making sure to break up the hard 
‘pan’ if one has formed at 10-20 cms down.  Add loads of organic matter and may-
be also some coarse grit.  If you can prepare the soil in early autumn and leave it 
for winter frosts to do their work before planting then this is an advantage. 

Waterlogged soils or soils that may be prone to waterlogging, are much less easy 
to deal with and may be regarded as fundamentally unsuited to fruit       growing.  
However, the problem can be sorted by installing a land drain on the side where 
water can be caught before it reaches the plant(s).  More practical for smaller en-
deavours is to plant the trees/bushes on raised mounds of good earth, or to build 
a simple raised bed of around 24” leaving the soil beneath uncovered to give 
greater depth of soil for the roots to go down into. Try to observe micro climate 
conditions and sunlight length for a while before deciding where to plant. 
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What to plant 

Now comes the exciting part!  You can start trawling the catalogues and plant 
websites  to consider what you can plant.  It is probable that you do not have the 
space or resources to grow everything you desire so to help in your choice,      
observing some practicalities such as the tips on growing conditions above, will 
help inform your decisions. There are also many other factors involved in making 
the right choices. 

 

What sort of fruits do you prefer?  In the case of apples, or other fruits where 
there is great variation and variety, try narrowing down your preferences still 
further by type – sweet, sharp etc.  Good fruit plant websites will have a filter 
section where you can home in on specifics like this.  

Do you have an interest in older/heritage varieties or would you rather plant the 
best modern varieties that may have better disease resistance, or be more        
reliable?  Which type of fruit do you use most of and will you realistically have a 
use for them (though they can always be shared with others) in years of glut?  

 

Taking into account suitability for your area is also important.  As we live in the 
North, it is maybe better to find nursery suppliers who grow further north, or in 
Scotland.  

 The space available will be important to consider too, as you may need to plant 
varieties that are grown on dwarfing rootstocks, or those that are suited to     
intensive growing methods (eg you can get gooseberry and currant bushes which 
are grown as standards ie with a long leg/trunk).  Rootstocks plants are grown on 
are used to restrict the vigour of fruit trees and allow a range to grow in a small 
space. They can also contribute to the disease resisting abilities of the plant.   
This is a very useful link if you wish to find out which rootstock you should 
choose for the space you require for apples, pears, quinces, damsons, plums, 
cherries and gages:  

https://www.rhs.org.uk/advice/profile?pid=359 

 

Timing too can be a critical consideration: if you are often away in the second 
half of August it is wise to avoid varieties that may produce the bulk of their crop 
at a time when you are not around to enjoy it.  On a similar note, if possible try 
to split your planting into varieties that crop over the widest season possible so, 
for apples, choose both early, mid-late and storing varieties, so that you have 
fruit available for the longest possible period. 
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With fruit trees in particular, the weather and micro-climate needs to be           
considered.  If you plant an early flowering variety, it may be caught by the frost, 
even if it is not planted in a frost pocket.   Consider whether you should grow    
early, mid or late flowering varieties so you can protect against the blossom being 
lost to frost.   

 

Additionally, consider whether the tree(s) you are planting are self-fertile or need 
to be pollinated by other trees.  The trees need to come out in flower at the same 
time if they need to pollinate each other.  You can choose from early, mid or late 
flowering varieties, but they need to be compatible with each other too.  You can 
get advice on which groups of trees will work well together from nurseries,    
websites or books. 

Answers to  Bird Quiz in December Outlook 
Redstart, kite, linnet, jackdaw, gander, ern (sea eagle), stonechat, swift, raven, 
dove, teal, gull, nightingale, eagle, thrush, plover, owl, tit, wren, martin, heron, 
crow, hawk, gannet, tern, finches, stork, swan, lark, sandpiper, mallard. (31). 
 
BIRD WATCHING HOLIDAY. 
Dear Ed, 
Starting early, we took it easily, and at the Bell Inn, Eton, we picked up Jack Dawl-
ing and Ernest. (ERN is in the start of ERNEST) 
One chatted a lot, so time passed swiftly, but rain on the motorway was a grave 
nuisance. After lunch I decided to hand over the wheel and steal an hours sleep, 
before reaching Ullswater at midnight in gale-force winds. 
Next morning on to Scotland, where our hotel is in as fine a glen as I have ever 
seen, with rushing stream at the bottom of a steep lovers lane. It is all that is now 
left of an old mill, but it is now renovated and very smart inside – no other one for 
miles around! 
Eric rows, though awkwardly, leaving Anne to doze in the stern. Excellent food – 
no good for taking off inches from the waist or keeping wide awake. Nothing is 
wanting, except perhaps regular kilts and pipers. 
Love from all, Ardelle xx 
 
Who got  all 31 brds?!!!!!! 

Continued from p29 
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New Year resolutions – to be or not to be                  Anthea Nicholls 

I am sure many of us start the year with many good intentions,  which seem to fall 
by the wayside as the year progresses! Maybe one resolution is try not to hoard 
items and perhaps sort out all the trivia one collects over the year but just a word 
of warning – be careful what you throw away! 

Although I had a very organised mother to my delight she did not throw away a 
collection of letters she received from my father in 1938. These were a wonderful 
discovery for me as I was only a baby when my father died.  He had just been     
appointed as the first Manager of the Norwich Union Estate Office and was sent to 
visit all the Norwich Union offices and properties in Canada, and was away for six 
months. 

These letters are a mixture of descriptions of his work, world problems at the time, 
family matters (he had left my mother with two small children in Norwich and 
mother and aunts in Mellor) and above all show what a ‘fun’ person he was, as his 
sense of humour runs through all the pages. 

These letters brought my father to life for me. It was as if he was speaking to me in 
my home in Mellor and has meant a great deal to me. So don’t throw everything 
away. What you might feel is unimportant and irrelevant might mean a great deal 
to members of your family in later years. 

Thank you!                                                      Alison Allcard & Gwenn Perks. 

We would like to say a huge thank you to all the team who bring church  services 
into our homes every day. The services, particularly Sunday mornings, are a great 
comfort in these difficult times and it is lovely  to see all the familiar faces of our 
church 'family'. 

Homemade jams, marmalade and chutneys  for sale     Judith Shiel 

I have some pots of jam, marmalade and chutney still available, (made between 
lockdowns), and I can deliver to your front door. Do get in touch and I’ll let you 
know what there is. Please ring 427 4155.  I can also make to order – let me know 
what you would like and I’ll give it a try. 
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                                        From the Registers 

                                               Funerals 
                 We remember before God and commend to his love and mercy  
                                           Ann Hearle – Monday 30th November 
                                          John Marsden – Monday 7th December  

Remembering John Driver 
Just to say thank you to everyone who sent cards, flowers, offers of help and 
phone calls at the sad time of John’s death, and for those friends who came to 
Church, despite the restrictions.  It was so lovely to know how much people 
cared. 

With love and grateful thanks, 

Louise and Peter.  

Jack Raine 
Many local people will remember Jack Raine who died recently.  Jack and Joyce 
lived in Marple Bridge and were regular members of the congregation for many 
years.  They were both involved in the production of Outlook (originally in the 
days of typed wax stencils when copies were then run off by turning the handle 
on a Gestetner duplicator, then in the time of physical ‘cut and paste’ routines). 

Jack was Churchwarden in the early 2000s. 

In 2007 Jack and Joyce moved to Tattenhall near Chester to provide grandparent 
support as their daughter travelled a lot on business. 

We send our good wishes and sympathy to Joyce. 

Peter Kelly 
We were sorry to hear that Peter Kelly died at the beginning of December.  Peter 
and Nancy have lived in Marple and belonged to the congregation for many years, 
and they were both very involved in earlier days.  Peter was an accountant by  
profession and, perhaps predictably, he became treasurer of every organisation 
he joined - he was treasurer of Marple Scout Group for 35 years.  Peter was    
treasurer of Mellor Church from 1988 to 1992 and he had an enviable ability to 
present accounts in a form that a layman could readily understand. 

Peter and Nancy have four very supportive adult children who live scattered 
around the country.   We send our good wishes and sympathy to Nancy and all 
their family. 
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OUTLOOK ONLINE 
The editors of Outlook hope you have enjoyed this online edition of the 

magazine.   Many readers prefer a printed copy delivered to their door to be 

enjoyed at their leisure and to keep.  The subscription for the printed copy is 

just £5/year – this covers the cost of printing and distribution.    

 

If you would like to subscribe and receive your monthly printed copy  simply 

email  davidjell@sky.com  with your name and address and – bingo!- it will 

arrive at your door.  The person delivering will collect your annual subscrip-

tion of £5 each year or if you live at a distance it will be posted to you and 

you can pay the subscription plus P&P by contacting the Parish Centre office 

(0161 484 5079 or emailing office@mellorchurch.org ) 
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Donations to Mellor Church 

Mellor Church depends on voluntary donations from members of the                
congregation, members of the local community, supporters and visitors.  We are 
fortunate in that a significant number of people make regular donations by   
standing order from their bank but, to maintain our ability to support the local 
and wider  community, we are also very  grateful for one-off donations. 

To make a donation, you can 

  1.   Send a cheque - payable to Mellor PCC - to the Parish Office, Church Road,   
Mellor  SK6 5LX (please write your name and address on the back of the cheque), 
or 

 2.     Make a donation online to the church bank account - Acct. 47943076, Sort            

Code 01-05-51 (please put your house number and postcode as a    reference), or 

3.     Make a donation through the church website - click ‘home’ and then ‘donate, 
or 

 4.   Scan the QR code below on your smartphone for an easy way to donate (do 
please click ‘gift aid’ if you are eligible). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

fI you would like to make a regular donation, please contact the Parish Office (484 
5079) to ask for a standing order form. 
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 Brickwork 
 Plastering 
 Roofing 
 Windows 
 Refurbishment 
 Alteration 

 W al l ing  
 Blockpav ing  
 Flagging  
 Decking  
 Fenc ing  

 

 
 

 
Established 1898 

Roofing Contractors & Merchants 

80 Stockport Road 
Marple, Cheshire 

Tel 427 3752 

Ruth Holt ALCM PGCE 
Piano teacher and accompanist 

Beginners to Grade 8, any age. 

135 Longhurst Lane, Mellor, SK6 5PG 

holt.mellor@gmail.com 0161 449 9582 

SJM Soft Furnishings 

Curtains, cushions and roman blinds. 

Made to measure and fitted 

for a free estimate contact Stephanie 

Home: 0161 494 1143 Mob: 07921 781181 

Email: sjmsoftfurnishings@hotmail.co.uk 

Play Badminton in Mellor 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Tuesdays 10am - 12 noon  

and 2pm - 5pm 

Social Badminton all standards - Monday and 
Wednesday at 8pm 

Stockport League and Tameside League 
matches played Tuesday and Thursday, 7pm 

       
Mellor Badminton Club 
Longhurst Lane, Mellor 

For further details contact:  Lesley Beale 
0161 292 7759 

 

Peak Paving 
 

Bu i l d i n g  an d  l an ds c ap i ng  s e r v i c es  
Al l  a r eas  o f  bu i l d i ng  w or k  und er t ak en  

Guild of Mastercraftsmen 
(legitimate members) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

All work guaranteed 
Phone now for a free estimate 

 

D.Smith 0161 292 5385/07931 603 487 
K Dixon 01457 858 951/07939 346 080 

facebook.com/peakpavingandlandscaping 
peakpavingandlandscaping.co.uk 

Advertising in Outlook 
 

If you are interested in cost-effective 
advertising in Outlook, contact 

jackiekshah@gmail.com for details 
about available space and price  
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Katherine Scott Limited 

Chartered Accountant 

Kate Scott BA Hons FCA Sole Practitioner 

Tax & VAT Returns, Payroll, Accounts Preparation, Bookkeeping 

Free initial meeting 

Marple Bridge 

0161 355 5911 / 07855 785 450      Kate@katherine-scott.co.uk 

BSP 

(Proprietor Greg Aldred) 

Plumbers & Heating Efficiency Engineers 

Tel: 01457 861875 

Mob: 07811 383701 

Glossop and Marple Bridge 


